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Abstract 

Maintaining the sustainability of an organization on the market and their performance in a competitive market is very 

difficult to achieve. In this dynamic environment, organizations decide to cooperate, becoming partners in a virtual enterprise. 

In order to work efficiently, the partners must collaborate and coordinate their negotiation activities. 

This paper proposes an agent-based collaborative platform for coordinating concurrent negotiations among 

organizations acting in the same industrial market. The underlying complexity is to model the dynamic environment where 

multi-attribute and multi-participant negotiations are racing over a set of heterogeneous resources. 

Keywords: Automated negotiation, Collaborative activities, Multi-agent system, Dynamic environment, Collaborative 

platform. 

1. Introduction* * 

To be able to perform, enterprises need to 

exchange information, whether this exchange is 

internal (among departments of the enterprise), external 

(between the enterprise or part of it and an external 

party), or both. Enterprise Interoperability (EI) is thus 

defined as the ability of an enterprise to seamlessly 

exchange information in all the above cases, ensuring 

the understanding of the exchanged information in the 

same way by all the involved parties1. Large enterprises 

accomplish this by setting market standards and leading 

their supply chain to comply with these standards. 

Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) usually don’t 

have the empowerment to do so, and are therefore more 

sensible to the oscillations of the environment that 

involves them, which leads them to the need to 

constantly change to interoperate with their 

surrounding ecosystem. Sustainable EI (SEI) is thus 

defined as the ability of maintaining and enduring 

interoperability along the enterprise systems and 

applications’ life cycle. Achieving a SEI in this context 

requires a continuous maintenance and iterative effort 

to adapt to new conditions and partners, and a constant 

check of the status and maintaining existing 

interoperability2. 

Given this general context, the objective of the 

present paper is to develop a conceptual framework and 

the associated informational infrastructure that are 

necessary to facilitate the collaboration activities and, 

in particular, the negotiations among independent 

organizations that participate in a Network Enterprises. 
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The concept of “Virtual Enterprise (VE)” or 

“Network of Enterprises” has emerged to identify the 

situation when several independent companies decided 

to collaborate and establish a virtual organization with 

the goal of increasing their profits. Camarinha-Matos3 

defines the concept of VE as follows: “A Virtual 

Enterprise (VE) is a temporary alliance of enterprises 

that come together to share skills and resources in order 

to better respond to business opportunities and whose 

cooperation is supported by computer networks”. 

In this paper the negotiation we want to model 

involves several participants negotiating for a 

negotiation object described by several interdependent 

attributes and each agent manages its own information 

regarding the strategy used, in order to achieve the 

proposed objective. Thus, in order to conduct one or 

more negotiations, in an effective manner, taking into 

account all dimensions of negotiations, coordination 

mechanisms with well-defined functionalities are 

needed.  

The negotiation process was exemplified by 

scenarios tight together by a virtual alliance of the 

autonomous gas stations. Typically, these are 

competing companies. However, to satisfy the demands 

that go beyond the vicinity of a single gas station and to 

better accommodate the market requirements, they 

must enter in an alliance and must cooperate to achieve 

common tasks. The manager of a gas station wants to 

have a complete decision-making power over the 

administration of his contracts, resources, budget and 

clients. At the same time, the manager attempts to 

cooperate with other gas stations to accomplish the 

global task at hand only through a minimal exchange of 

information. This exchange is minimal in the sense that 
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the manager is in charge and has the ability to select the 

information exchanged.  

Section 2 presents the theoretical background. In 

Section 3 we are describing the collaborative platform 

for coordinating concurrent negotiation activities4. In 

Section 4 we define the Coordination Components that 

manage different negotiations that may take place 

simultaneously. In Sections 5 we present the 

collaborative approach and the proposed solution, and, 

finally, Section 6 concludes this paper. 

2. Theoretical Background 

2.1. Generic coordination of negotiations 

HP Laboratories (Hewlett-Packard) has found 

that the automation of the negotiation mechanism 

between multiple agents is not enough. The negotiation 

protocol, which indicates the transmission of messages, 

may set the coordination constraints on the possible 

actions of each party and on the completion of the 

negotiation. But, the protocols do not specify the 

constraints related to the content of the messages or the 

time of negotiation. So, starting from the finding that 

the negotiation protocol is insufficient for coordinating 

interactions in a negotiation, a generic framework 

dedicated to automatic negotiation in a centralized 

environment was proposed5. This framework is generic 

insofar as it does not take into account the structure of 

the object of negotiation, the characteristics of the 

participants involved or their negotiation strategies. 

The system coordinates messages by abstracting 

content or the specific characteristics of the sender or 

receiver. Another feature of this negotiation framework 

is that it proposes a separation between the decision 

process, implemented by the negotiation strategies 

established locally and autonomously by each 

participant, and the coordination process, implemented 

by public rules shared by all participants in the 

negotiation. This separation allows a flexible 

description of the protocol and coordination rules used 

for the implementation of a negotiation. 

The architecture of a framework is structured on 

several layers (see Fig.1). The Agent Oriented Platform 

(AOP) bottom layer offers basic services such as: 

communication between agents or negotiation lifecycle 

management. Above the PDO layer are:  

(i) General Negotiation Protocol (GNP);  

(ii) taxonomy of negotiating rules;  

(iii) language for defining negotiating rules;  

(iv) language for expressing negotiating offers. 
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Fig. 1. The architecture of a negotiation framework 

 

The general negotiation protocol is composed of 

coordination rules that indicate when an agent can send 

a message and what message it can send. 

In this type of negotiation process, agents can 

have two roles which, according to our approach, are 

the following: participating agent (negotiating agent) 

and mediating agent (negotiation host). To negotiate, 

participants send their offers to a common space (local 

negotiation), which is controlled by a mediator. This 

negotiation space is a blackboard on which each agent 

- participant or mediator - can write. However, only the 

mediator has full visibility into the information. Its role 

is to create and enforce the rules of coordination that 

may impose constraints on the execution of the 

negotiation protocol, on the validation of offers, on the 

completion of the negotiation and, of course, on the 

communication between the participants. So, the 

negotiation process is modeled as a centralized market 

in which the mediating agent has the role of 

coordinating all ongoing negotiations. Depending on 

the types of rules, the role of the mediating agent is 

broken down into several sub-roles attached to a 

taxonomy of declarative rules that can be used to 

capture a wide variety of negotiation mechanisms. 

These sub-roles and the types of rules attached are as 

follows: 

• Gatekeeper: establishes the rules for the 

admission of participants in the negotiation; 

• Proposal validator: manages the validity rules 

that stipulate that each offer must be in accordance with 

a negotiation format and sets the constraints on the 

attributes of the negotiated objects and their values;  

• Enforcer protocol: establishes several types of 

rules for fulfilling the negotiation protocol: signaling 

rules - specifies when a participant can send an offer; 

improvement rules - specifies which new offers can be 

sent; withdrawal rules - specifies when the offers can 

be withdrawn and what is the policy on the expiration 

period of the offers;  

• Agreement maker: establishes several types of 

rules, especially for updating the status of participants 

and the information to which each participant has 

access. These rules are: update rules - specify how the 
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negotiation parameters change under the influence of 

certain events; visibility rules - specify which 

participants can access a certain offer; display rules - 

specifies whether certain information (a new offer or a 

new agreement) is visible to a participant and how this 

information will be shared between participants; 

• Information updater: establishes the rules for 

accepting an agreement; this set of rules determines 

which agreements should be concluded given a set of 

offers of which at least two are compatible;  

• Negotiation terminator: sets the rules for the 

life cycle of the negotiation process, indicating when 

the negotiation should stop. 

The mediating agent, with his role and sub-roles, 

behaves like a system of cooperative agents that 

communicates with the help of a blackboard. From the 

participants' point of view, these agents are seen as a 

single mediating agent coordinating the negotiation. 

This centralization of the coordination process leads to 

the non-existence of a distribution of control over the 

interactions between the participating agents and the 

mediating agent. Each agent participating in a 

negotiation sends offers to the mediating agent and it is 

the one who, using the set of coordination rules as 

filters, decides if the offer is valid and who can access 

this offer. Thus, in the proposed system, the 

coordination process not only manages the 

dependencies between the initial and final state of 

negotiation, but also the dependencies between the 

intermediate states of negotiation. In other words, the 

mediating agent is able to check the constraints for each 

offer sent. These constraints aim to synchronize 

communication in negotiations. Although all the 

submitted offers are available at the level of the 

mediating agent, he cannot fix the dependencies on the 

values of these offers without having any information 

about the purpose and strategies of the different 

participating agents. In conclusion, the system allows 

modeling and coordination of n-type negotiations to n 

participants as a lot of one-to-one type negotiations, but 

always having the mediating agent as one of the 

participants. This approach has advantages in terms of 

optimizing the coordination of interactions, but limits 

the autonomy and power of the participating agents 

through the various rules imposed and managed by the 

mediating agent. 

2.2. Interaction Oriented Programming 

In order to implement a multi-agent system, with 

autonomous agents that can interact with each other, 

not only the application-specific aspects must be 

coordinated, but also the aspects related to the agents' 

behavior and the possible interactions between them. 

The IOP (Interaction Oriented Programming) approach 

achieves this type of coordination based on the 

communication protocol or on the organizational 

characteristics of the system. These means are rigid and 

can sometimes limit the autonomy of the agent. In order 
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for the agents to maintain their autonomy, Singh 

proposed separating the coordination of a multi-agent 

system into a separate service6. Singh's approach to 

coordinating agent autonomy is structured on two 

levels. First, at the programming level, where agents 

may be implemented differently and their internal 

details may be unavailable. And, secondly, at the level 

of the agent's behavior, where the agents act 

autonomously and can perform certain specific actions. 

Coordination refers to the actions that the agent 

performs externally and which are considered as 

potentially significant for the coordination service. 

These actions are called events and can be of four types: 

• flexible: events that show that the agent is 

willing to delay the action or withdraw it;  

• inevitable: events that show that the agent is 

only willing to delay the action;  

• immediate: events that show that the agent 

does not want to delay or withdraw the action;  

• triggerable: events that show that the agent can 

execute the action but only at the request of the system. 

An agent's events are then organized into a framework 

(skeleton) to provide a simple model of agent-level 

coordination. Each event was associated with a "guard" 

that expresses the conditions in the system for which 

the exemption must be executed. The expressed 

conditions fix the constraints on the eventual execution 

of the event and of other events on which it depends in 

order to be executed. Figure 2 shows how the 

coordination service interacts with the agencies. Agents 

inform the coordination service about immediate events 

and request permission for unavoidable and flexible 

events. The coordination service grants or does not 

grant permissions on flexible events, delays 

unavoidable events or triggers triggerable events 

depending on the "guards" associated with them. 

 

Fig. 2. I.O.P. - Interaction between the coordination service and 

agents 

 

For effective coordination between events 

performed by multiple agents, the approach proposed 

by Singh requires that the following characteristics be 

met:  

a) the dependencies between actions (events) are 

known from the beginning of the system 

implementation;  
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b) the agents communicate with each other, 

exchanging relevant information on the execution of 

their actions.  

So, the approach proposes a generic coordination 

service that is implemented in a distributed way 

between the component agents of the system, as well as 

the execution of a single workflow that describes the 

actions necessary to fulfill a single task. Each agent can 

be seen as an entity that encompasses part of the 

coordination service and makes decisions about the 

execution of events based on local information.  

In conclusion, we chose to present this system in 

the end because Singh demonstrates a clear separation 

between agent-modeled decision-making processes and 

coordination processes modeled by an outside service. 

This feature is similar to one of our goals. In Singh's 

approach, the coordination service is interested in 

synchronizing interactions between agents without 

taking into account any information about the content 

of messages or the purpose of the conversation between 

agents. Assuming the particular case where 

conversations between agents refer to negotiation, the 

only dependencies that the service can manage are the 

dependencies between the execution of different 

actions (i.e., sending offers) that make up a negotiation 

to ensure a coherent flow of conversation. 

Depending on the different dimensions of the 

negotiation process, we can see that the type of strategic 

coordination is directly influenced by several factors 

such as: participants and their role, time, object of 

negotiation and negotiation protocol. Also, given that 

this type of coordination is implemented in the 

decision-making process, strategic coordination is 

therefore strongly influenced by the negotiation 

strategy. Strategic coordination fixes the dependencies 

between the initial and final states of negotiation, 

between the objects of negotiation or between the 

attributes that describe these objects. Regarding the 

generic coordination, it does not take into account, at 

the level of the negotiation process, only the events 

related to the management of the interactions between 

activities, actions or messages. Neither the objects of 

the negotiations nor the participants in the negotiations 

are taken into account. So, in general, generic 

coordination is not influenced by any of the dimensions 

of the negotiation process. 

In the different coordination systems presented, 

we can observe that no coordination is proposed 

between the intermediate phases of negotiation in order 

to dynamically correct the proposals made during the 

negotiations. This limitation may result from the fact 

that, in a generic coordination, the necessary data are 

unavailable. In the case of a strategic coordination, 

although the necessary data are available, the 

coordination through a decision process is not the 

optimal solution for the implementation of the 

management of the types of dependencies. In other 

words, strategic approaches that try to take into account 

dynamic data are hit by the fact that every change that 

occurs on the data, involves a restart of the decision 

process, because the decision process is based on 

history. Certain features of the presented systems meet 

our objectives, but our problem is much more complex 

due to the fact that we want to coordinate actions 

(negotiations) that are performed by competing agents 

to perform not only a certain task, but several different 

tasks. An additional aspect is given by the fact that the 

dependencies to be managed refer to the values of the 

attributes of the proposals changed during the 

negotiations. Thus, in addition to coordinating the 

initial and final states of the negotiations, we will also 

coordinate the intermediate states, verifying and 

modifying the content of the messages exchanged 

during the negotiations.  

3. Collaborative Platform 

Our approach in terms of coordination of 

negotiations is structured on two models:  

• strategic coordination managed at the agent 

level; 

• generic coordination managed at the 

middleware level.  

This approach (multi-agent and middleware) 

allows the development of a multi-agent system based 

on a distributed and competing architecture. Aspects 

related to the synchronization of the negotiation process 

are left to the middleware.  

In the context of this approach, we break down 

the negotiation process into three distinct processes:  

i) coordination process;  

ii) decision process;  

iii) communication process.  

This structuring of the negotiation process is justified 

by its complexity, involving multiple dimensions and 

different mechanisms. 

The implementation of a negotiation presupposes 

the existence of a well-structured coordination 

mechanism or process. In this sense, we call the 

coordination process, the process that has a global 

vision on the negotiation, in order to manage the 

parallelism and dependence between the actions 

executed in a complex negotiation. Thus, we will 

approach the negotiation as a process that preserves the 

autonomy of the participants - each of them manages 

their own negotiations and their own information 

(description of tasks, contracts, partners, etc.). In 

addition, two important aspects of the negotiation 

process need to be highlighted:  

i) for a single task, one participant is involved in 

several bilateral negotiations - one for each participant 

interested in contracting the task;  

ii) at the same time, the same participant is 

engaged in other bilateral negotiations on other 

different tasks. So, the coordination process is the 

process that manages, for each participant, three 

important aspects: 1) coordinating the different 

proposals received in a bilateral negotiation (one to 

one) for modeling a multi-phase negotiation on a multi-

attribute negotiation object;  
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2) coordinating several bilateral negotiations to 

model a multi-participant negotiation;  

3) coordination of several negotiations in which 

the participant is engaged. 

The aim of this paper is to propose basic mechanisms 

for coordinating negotiations. These represent 

mechanisms for interfacing between the generic 

communication process and the decision process in 

order to implement negotiation schemes that manage 

the simultaneous evolution of several negotiations. 

These coordination mechanisms must maintain the 

coherence of the agent's decisions in terms of actions 

that can be executed (initiating or finalizing a 

negotiation) and proposals that can be sent. This 

coherence must also be guaranteed both locally (for a 

single negotiation) and globally (for all negotiations in 

which a participant is involved). 

The main objective of this software infrastructure 

is to support collaborating activities in virtual 

enterprises. In VE partners are autonomous companies 

with the same object of activity, geographically 

distributed.  

Taking into consideration, the constraints 

imposed by the autonomy of participants within VE, the 

only way to share information and resources is the 

negotiation process. 

Figure 3 shows the architecture of the 

collaborative system: 

 

 

Fig. 3 The architecture of the collaborative system 

 

This infrastructure is structured in four main 

layers: Manager, Collaborative Agent, Coordination 

Components and Middleware. A first layer is dedicated 

to the Manager of each organization of the alliance. A 

second layer is dedicated to the Collaborative Agent 

who assists its gas station manager at a global level 

(negotiations with different participants on different 

jobs) and at a specific level (negotiation on the same 

job with different participants) by coordinating itself 

with the Collaborative Agents of the other partners 
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through the fourth layer, Middleware7. The third layer, 

Coordination Components, manages the coordination 

constraints among different negotiations which take 

place simultaneously.  

• The initialization step allows to define what has to 

be negotiated (Negotiation Object) and how 

(Negotiation Framework)8. A selection of negotiation 

participants can be made using history on passed 

negotiation, available locally or provided by the 

negotiation infrastructure (Zhang and Lesser, 2002). A 

Collaborative Agent aims at managing the negotiations 

in which its own gas station is involved (e.g., as initiator 

or participant) with different partners of the alliance. 

• Each negotiation is organized in three main steps: 

initialization; refinement of the job under negotiation 

and closing9. 

• In the refinement step, participants exchange 

proposals on the negotiation object trying to satisfy 

their constraints (Barbuceanu and Wai-Kau, 2003). The 

manager may participate in the definition and evolution 

of negotiation frameworks and objects (Keeny and 

Raiffa, 1976). Decisions are taken by the manager, 

assisted by his Collaborative Agent (Bui and 

Kowalczyk, 2003). For each negotiation, a 

Collaborative Agent manages one or more negotiation 

objects, one framework and the negotiation status. A 

manager can specify some global parameters: duration; 

maximum number of messages to be exchanged; 

maximum number of candidates to be considered in the 

negotiation and involved in the contract; tactics; 

protocols for the Collaborative Agent interactions with 

the manager and with the other Collaborative Agents 

(Faratin, 2000). 

4. Coordination Components 

In order to handle the complex types of 

negotiation scenarios, we propose the negotiation 

components10: Subcontracting (resp. Contracting) for 

subcontracting jobs by exchanging proposals among 

participants known from the beginning. 

These components are able to evaluate the 

received proposals and, further, if these are valid, the 

components will be able to reply with new proposals 

constructed based on their particular coordination 

constraints11.  

The novelty degree of this software architecture 

resides in the fact that it is structured on four levels, 

each level approaching a particular aspect of the 

negotiation process. Thus, as opposed to classical 

architectures which achieve only a limited coordination 
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of proposal exchanges which take place during the 

same negotiation, the proposed architecture allows 

approaching complex cases of negotiation 

coordination. This aspect has been accomplished 

through the introduction of coordination components 

level, which allows administrating all simultaneous 

negotiations in which an alliance partner can be 

involved. 

The coordination components have two main 

functions such as: i) they mediate the transition between 

the negotiation image at the Collaboration Agent level 

and the image at the Middleware level; ii) they allow 

implementing various types of appropriate behavior in 

particular cases of negotiation. Thus, we can say that 

each component corresponding to a particular 

negotiation type. 

Following the descriptions of this infrastructure 

we can state that we developed a framework to describe 

a negotiation among the participants to a virtual 

enterprise. To achieve a generic coordination 

framework, nonselective and flexible, we found 

necessary to first develop the structure of the 

negotiation process that helps us to describe the 

negotiation in order to establish the general 

environment where the participants may negotiate. In 

the next sub-sections we will describe the 

Subcontracting and Contracting components. 

4.1. Subcontracting Component 

The Subcontracting component is the main 

component of a negotiation. The automatic negotiation 

process is initiated by creating an instance of this 

component starting from the initial negotiation object. 

Further, this component must build the negotiation 

graph by following the negotiation requirements (i.e., 

assessment and creation of proposals and coordination 

rules). The component meets these requirements by 

manipulating the Xplore primitives [14]. 

Besides these functionalities, the Subcontracting 

component has to interpret and check the negotiation 

constraints, which are set up in the following two data 

structures: Negotiation Object and Negotiation 

Framework. 

The information provided by the structure of the 

Negotiation Object on the possible values of the 

attributes to be negotiated allow easily the 

Subcontracting component to check whether the 

proposals received concern the attributes negotiated in 

the current negotiation and if they are associated to the 

values of the intervals specified.  

For example, assuming that the Negotiation 

Object requires that the price should be (cost <= 10k), 

the Subcontracting component can stop the 

continuation of the negotiation in the phases associated 

to the white nodes where the proposals are outside the 

interval.  

Also, by using the partner coordination attribute, 

the Subcontracting component can make known to the 

other components the participants imposed by the 

Negotiation Object or whether other components 

instantiate this attribute. In this regard, the 

Subcontracting component can easily check if the 

associated value confirms the constraints imposed by 

the Manager.  

At middleware level, the Subcontracting 

component has also the function of administrating the 

transactional aspect of the negotiation. This component 

is seen like a coordinator and has the role to conclude 

an agreement among the component instances 

participating in the same negotiation. 

Another Subcontracting component functionality 

is to interpret and execute the tactics specified in the 

Negotiation Framework structure by connecting a 

combination of different instances of the other 

components. 

Thus, the Subcontracting component as well as 

the Contracting component described below are those 

connecting the aspects specified at the Negotiation 

Agent level and their implementation at the 

coordination components level. 

4.2. Contracting Component  

The Contracting component manages the 

negotiation from the organization side deciding to 

accept a task proposed in the collaborative networked 

environment, with some functionalities similar to those 

of the Subcontracting component.  

The differences come from the fact that this 

component does not have a complete picture on the 

negotiation and that, at the beginning of the negotiation, 

it has no information about what is negotiated or about 

the constraints of its Manager. 

Therefore, looking to the differences, we can say 

at first that the image of the Contracting component on 

the negotiation graph is limited to the data referring 

only to its direct negotiation with the Subcontracting 

component or with another component negotiating for 

the organization having initiated the negotiation.  

Secondly, unlike the Subcontracting component, 

which, from the beginning, has constraints specified by 

the Manager within the data structures of the 

Negotiation Object and the Negotiation Framework, 

the Contracting component has a close interaction with 

its own Manager on the new aspects required in the 

negotiation.  

Thus, depending on attributes required by the 

negotiation initiator the Contracting component is able 

to progressively build the data structures describing the 

Manager’s preferences on the negotiation object and on 

the negotiation process. 

5. Collaborative Approach  

In the proposed scenario, a conflict occurs in a 

network of enterprises, threatening to jeopardize the 

interoperability of the entire system. The first step 

consists in identifying the Enterprise Interoperability 

issue. The following steps refer to analyse the problem, 

evaluate possible solutions and select the optimal 

solution. The proposed solution for conflict resolution 
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is reaching a mutual agreement through negotiation. 

The benefit of this approach is the possibility to reach a 

much more stable solution, unanimously accepted, in a 

shorter period of time.  

The design and coordination of the negotiation 

process must take into consideration: 

• Timing (the time for the negotiation process 

will be pre-set); 

• The set of participants to the negotiation 

process (which can be involved simultaneous in one or 

more bilateral negotiations); 

• The set of simultaneous negotiations on the 

same negotiation object, which must follow a set of 

coordination policies/ rules; 

• The set of coordination policies established by 

a certain participant and focused on a series of bilateral 

negotiations12; 

• Strategy/decision algorithm responsible for 

proposals creation; 

• The common ontology, consisting of a set of 

definitions of the attributes used in negotiation. 

The negotiation process begins when one of the 

enterprises initiate a negotiation proposal towards 

another enterprise, on a chosen negotiation object. We 

name this enterprise the Initiating Enterprise (E1).  This 

enterprise also selects the negotiation partners and sets 

the negotiation conditions (for example sets the timing 

for the negotiation) (Schumacher, 2001). The 

negotiation partners are represented by all enterprises 

on which the proposed change has an impact. We 

assume this information is available to E1 (if not, the 

first step would consist in a simple negotiation in which 

all enterprises are invited to participate at the 

negotiation of the identified solution. The enterprises 

which are impacted will accept the negotiation) (Kraus, 

2001). 

After the selection of invited enterprises (E2 … 

En), E1 starts bilateral negotiations with each guest 

enterprise by sending of a first proposal. For all these 

bilateral negotiations, E1 sets a series of coordination 

policies/rules (setting the conditions for the mechanism 

of creation and acceptance of proposals) and a 

negotiation object/framework (NO/NF), setting the 

limits of solutions acceptable for E1. Similarly, invited 

enterprises set their own series of coordination policies 

and a negotiation object/framework for the ongoing 

negotiation.  

After the first offer sent by E1, each invited 

enterprise has the possibility to accept, reject or send a 

counter offer. On each offer sent, participating 

enterprises, from E1 to E2 ... En follow the same 

algorithm. 

The algorithm is shown below: Pseudocode 

representation of the negotiation process 

Inputs: Enterprises E1...En; NO(Negotiation 

Object); NF(Negotiation Framework) 

                                                 
12 Ossowski S., Coordination in Artificial Agent Societies. Social Structure and its Implications for Autonomus Problem-Solving Agents, 

No. 1202, LNAI, Springer Verlag, 1999. 

Outputs: The possible state of a negotiation: success, 

failure 

 
BEGIN 

on receive start from E1{ 

 send initial offer to partner; 

} 

on receive offer from partner{ 

 evaluate offer; 

 if(conditions set by the NO/NF are not met){ 

  offer is rejected; 

  if(time allows it){ 

   send new offer to partner; 

  }else{ 

   failure; 

  }end if; 

 }else{ 

  send offer to another partner; 

 }end if; 

 if(receive an accepted offer){ 

  if(offer is accepted in all bilateral 

negotiations){ 

   success; 

  }else{ 

   if(time allows it){ 

    send new offer to 

partner; 

   }else{ 

    failure; 

   }end if; 

  }end if; 

 if(receive a rejected offer){ 

  if(offer is active in other bilateral 

negotiations){ 

   failure in all negotiations; 

  }end if; 

 }end if; 

} 

END 

6. Conclusions 

This paper proposes a collaborative e-platform for 

sustainable interoperability by modeling and managing 

of parallel and concurrent negotiations, which aims to 

open the market to broader discovery of opportunities 

and partnerships, to allow formalization and 

negotiation knowledge to be passed to future 

negotiations and to properly document negotiation 

decisions and responsibilities. The negotiation 

activities typically fail because they are often based on 

tacit knowledge and these activities are poorly 

described and modeled. Also, as negotiations occur in 

a dynamic environment, many external potential 

interested parties are not aware of them and do not 

subscribe them. This makes negotiations reach poorer 

results or fail by disagreement or exhaustion. The 

integration of formal procedures for modeling, storing 

and documenting the negotiation activities allows an 

optimized analysis of the alternative solutions and by 
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adding the analysis of lessons-learned on past activities 

leads to maximized negotiation results, stronger 

negotiation capabilities and relationships. 

Currently, interoperability among the involved 

parties in a negotiation is often not reached or 

maintained due to failure in adapting to new 

requirements, parties or conditions. The use of an 

adaptive platform as proposed will result in a seamless, 

sustainable interoperability which favours its 

maintenance across time; the ability to reach and 

interoperate with more parties leads to more business 

opportunities and to stronger and healthier interactions.  

The sequence of this research will comprise the 

completion of this negotiation framework with the 

contract management process and a possible 

renegotiation mechanism. 

With respect to the framework middleware, future 

research shall include handling issues regarding the 

security and resilience of the stored negotiation data in 

the cloud, and managing privacy aspects as the 

negotiating parties should be able to seamlessly 

interoperate but still to maintain their data free from 

prying eyes; also, several issues need to be solved from 

non-disclosure of participating parties to secure access 

to the negotiation process. 
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